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Gemtress Hair Enhancement Products Voted Best Wigs of 2011

Gemtress offers the widest variety of top-quality, natural-looking wigs for virtually any hair loss
condition.

If you are looking for the best wigs available, check out the collections of hair enhancement
products from Gemtress. Gemtress wigs are our choice for the best wigs of 2011.

Gemtress line of wigs

A wig is the perfect solution for someone who has experienced a sudden loss of hair (due to illness,
medication, trauma or other reasons) or for those with slowly thinning hair. It can also be a fabulous
fashion choice for a person who just wants to change his or her appearance.

"Gemtress offers a wide variety of products across various collections," says Doug Spike, business
development consultant at On Rite. "Whether you are experiencing hair loss from chemotherapy or
alopecia -- or just want to wear a wig for fashion reasons -- Gemtress features high-style,
realistically designed options in every price range."

Choosing a wig

Before buying a wig, you'll need to consider a variety of factors in order to select the right wig for
you.

Hand-tied versus machine-made: Cheap wigs are machine-made and don't look as natural as those
that are hand-tied. Of course, hand-tied wigs are more expensive, since much more time is put into
creating them.

Synthetic versus human hair: Synthetic hair is low cost and low maintenance; however, it's not the
most natural looking and cannot be styled with heated tools. Human hair, including minimally
processed Remy hair, looks more natural and is much more versatile.

Hair texture: European hair is very high quality and can be found in a variety of colors and wave
choices. Asian hair is dark, straight, thick and shiny, while Indian hair is dark but is generally finer
than Asian hair.

Brand name: When in the market for a wig, it's prudent to go with a brand you can trust. Off-brand
options will oftentimes be the least expensive solution, yet you run the risk of purchasing a
substandard product. Additionally, with the surprisingly high prevalence of unethically procured
human hair, you may be indirectly supporting a shady industry.

What makes Gemtress wigs stand apart

Whether you are looking for a budget-friendly wig that doesn't sacrifice style, an easy-care hair
enhancement product to wear every day, or just the best natural solution for your thinning hair,
Gemtress features plenty of different options to choose from. Gemtress wigs stand apart from
competitors for a variety of reason. First and foremost is how natural they look.
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"Many clients are buying wigs in order to wear hair all the time. They want to work, play, exercise,
swim and truly live as if their hair grew back," explains Spike. "Gemtress wigs are hand-tied,
lightweight, durable, comfortable and, maybe most important to buyers, offer an extremely natural-
looking appearance.

"Most cheap wigs are machine-made and created with low-quality fibers to save money on
production. Gemtress wigs, on the other hand, are designed with comfort, quality and your
appearance in mind."

If you are searching for the answer to your hair loss problems, consider all your options -- from laser
hair therapy to hair transplant surgery and from hair extensions to wigs. If you decide to buy a wig,
go with the best -- Gemtress. Whether your hair loss is temporary or permanent, or you are on a
tight budget or not, the Gemtress wig collections can be your hair solution.
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